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Abstract
A model for reactive–diffusive transport and recycling of hydrogen from rough graphite
surfaces is presented which helps understand the qualitative behavior of hydrogen atomic
and molecular release as a function of target temperature and incident hydrogen flux, as
observed in experiments and simulations. The effect of surface roughness on the reaction
rates of atoms diffusing on the surface is presented. We present reasons for some counter–
intuitive observations like (i) steady state hydrogen saturation is faster at 600 K than at
900 K, (ii) the steady state hydrogen density on a rough surface is lesser than that for a
smooth surface at a specific target temperature and incident hydrogen flux.
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1 Introduction
Plasma surface interactions in fusion devices can be classified, based on the underly-
ing physical mechanisms, into momentum transfer processes (physical sputtering, back-
scattering, etc), diffusive processes (radiation enhanced sublimation) and reactive–diffusive
processes (hydrogen and hydrocarbon molecule formation, transport and release). The
momentum transfer processes are modeled well using the binary collision approximation
(BCA) [1,2]. The diffusive and reactive-diffusive processes depend upon the damage, in-
terstitials formed, and, the deposition profiles, all of which result from the momentum
transfer processes. These values are usually approximated from a BCA–based Monte Carlo
calculation, and are source terms in models for hydrogen recycling from materials [3–6].
We have developed a multi-scale model for reactive-diffusive hydrogen transport in porous
materials [7,8,6,9]. It is seen that the reactive-diffusive transport on the internal surfaces
of porous graphite is an important aspect of hydrogen recycling and retention. Therefore
in this paper we report results from a kinetic Monte-Carlo model (KMC) of reaction-
diffusion on rough surfaces. This model is described in the next section. The results from
this model for smooth and rough surfaces will be presented. Then, a set of particle balance
equations based on the ideas underlying KMC is presented. We compare the results of
this analytical model with our simulations.
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2 KMC model for reactive-diffusive hydrogen transport on rough graphite
surfaces
2.1 Model
The model is illustrated in Fig.1. Hydrogen atoms with low energy are incident on a
graphite target. These atoms can either
• be solute on the surface and jump from point to point on the surface [10], or
• desorb from the surface and either get out or be incident on a jutting edge if the surface
is rough.
The migration energy for the surface jumps is 0.9 eV and the typical jump length is ∼ 34.4
A˚ assuming a jump attempt frequency ωo = 10
13 sec−1 [10,11]. The scale of the roughness
curtails the jump length for the surface jumps in our model. The desorption energy of
hydrogen from the surface is taken to be 1.9 eV [12] and an atom desorbs with a uniform
probability into the 2 pi solid angle accessible to it. On a rough surface it can get adsorbed
again on any part of the surface jutting out into its path, whereas on a smooth surface it
always gets out of the target.
In any of these two cases, an atom can recombine with another atom to form a hydrogen
molecule if the two atoms come closer than a minimum distance for recombination, Ro.
This is called the Smolouchowski boundary condition [13,14]. The hydrogen molecule is
very loosely adsorbed on the surface with an adsorption energy 0.06 eV [3].
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Sources (incoming fluxes), sinks (desorbing fluxes), reactions and diffusion limited reac-
tions were implemented in a Kinetic Monte-Carlo ansatz [15,16]. For the specific imple-
mentation and a description of the underlying equations governing hydrogen reaction-
diffusion within the KMC see [6,8].
We construct the rough surface by first dividing the volume into cells of size 10 A˚. Then we
randomly choose a point and using a Poisson distribution having a mean value of the size of
substructure we want to create and populate the cells. We repeat this ansatz till a specified
void fraction of the total volume is occupied. Therefore, at most our artificially created
structure would not have many self similar features as opposed to a fractal surface. One
would have to go to smaller cell-sizes (at most 1/5th of the current cell size) and consider
truncated levels of self-symmetry to interpret the roughness using fractal dimensions. This
is being done and is outside the scope of this paper.
2.2 Results and discussion
We carry out simulations at target temperatures of 300, 600, 900 and 1200 K. The sample
size facing the incoming hydrogen flux of 1024 H atoms (/m2/sec) was 1000 × 1000 A˚
for both, smooth and rough surfaces. The roughness, as characterized by the root mean
square deviation along the direction of incoming flux, was ∼ 50 A˚. The scale-length along
the surface of the crests and troughs forming the rough surface was around ∼ 50 − 100
A˚. The simulations were carried out for 10 million KMC steps.
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In Fig.2 a plot of the approach to steady–state hydrogen density at the different temper-
atures for a smooth surface is shown. At 300 K, due to the practical limits in the number
of particles in the KMC simulation (memory limit), steady state could not be reached.
Usually it is expected that at higher target temperature, atomic interactions take place
faster and therefore a steady state balance is achieved faster than at lower temperatures.
However, we find that a steady state at 600 K is reached faster than at 900 K contrary
to the naive expectation. This is because desorption, which has an activation energy of
1.9 eV and is a slow process, becomes more and more important at higher temperatures,
delaying the approach to the steady state.
Fig.3 is a plot of the hydrogen retention at 900 K for a rough and a smooth surface.
It is expected that rough surfaces capture the desorbing atoms and therefore the surface
density of hydrogen must be higher on a rough surface. It is, however seen, that the density
of hydrogen is lower for the rough surface. We observe that there is more H2 molecule
formation and release in the rough surface case. This will be discussed within an analytic
model. The effect of a rough surface on atomic hydrogen recombination can be analyzed
using the fractal dimensionality of the rough surface and would enter the analysis in the
diffusion limited reaction term as indicated by earlier research into diffusion in disordered
media [17]. In the next section we present a simple particle balance model and we show
where such a roughness-related term would contribute.
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3 The particle balance model
3.1 Model
Particle balance at a target yields the following equation for hydrogen surface density,
NH on the target surface:
dNH
dt
= rA − rHD − rH2ER − rH2LH − rHTrp + rHdTrp (1)
The convention used is that N stands for number densities and r stands for the rate per
unit area per sec and E for the migration energy of a process. The subscripts indicate
the species or source or sink mechanism. Subscript, A stands for arrival, HD for atomic
desorption, H2ER is hydrogen molecule formation due to Eley-Rideal (ER) mechanism
[18], H2LH stands for hydrogen molecule formation due to the Langmuir-Hishelwood
(LH) mechanism [19], HTrp for hydrogen trapping at open bond sites and HdTrp for
detrapping of trapped hydrogen atoms.
The Boltzmann factor for trapped particles yields the equation for hydrogen atomic des-
orption and detrapping.
rHD = NH ωo e
−EHD/kBT (2)
rHdTrp = NTrp ωo e
−EHdTrp/kBT (3)
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By comparing the area occupied by a hydrogen atom on the surface with the area of
influence of an incoming hydrogen atom, the ER process is represented by
rH2ER = rA NH piR
2
o (4)
By comparing the area covered by a hydrogen atom diffusing on the surface to the area
occupied by a single hydrogen atom, we estimate the LH process by
rH2LH = NH NH pi2dD (5)
Here D is the surface diffusion coefficient given by ωoL
2
SDexp(−ESD/kBT ) [8], where LSD
is the average jump length of the hydrogen atom diffusing on a graphite surface with a
surface migration energy ESD. d is the dimensionality of the region where the diffusion is
happening. The effect of surface roughness on diffusion limited reactions should be taken
into account in the LH recombination mechanism. For the degree of roughness considered
in our simulations the LH recombination term is larger and is the reason for the lower
hydrogen density on the rough surface as seen in Fig.3. Further work is required to include
this effect in the analytical model.
Using the number of surface jumps per second from the Boltzmann relation, and the
probability of trapping per jump, the hydrogen atomic trapping rate is
rHTrp = NH Ptrap ωo e
−ESD/kBT (6)
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This term is much smaller than the LH term since Ptrap, the probability of trapping per
surface jump, is 0.0075 [20].
3.2 Results
The following values for the various inputs like activation energies, jump distances after
de-activation, minimum distance of approach before recombination were used in both the
KMC simulation and the particle balance model: EHD = 1.9eV,ESD = 0.9eV,EHdTrp =
2.6eV, LSD = 34.4 A˚ and Ro = 2 A˚. We plot the results of the simple model for the
approach to steady–state hydrogen density on the surface in Fig.4. Note that these results
match the KMC results (Fig.2) pretty well except for the fact that the steady state
for 900K occurs before the steady state for 600 K. This is because in our macroscopic
particle balance model, a single desorption value of hydrogen is used. This single value is
the statistical average over the time-step of the various desorption mechanisms from the
surface (atomic desorption, and molecular desorption via ER and LH mechanisms). This
is not the case in the particle picture of KMC where these desorption mechanisms are
resolved separately and is the reason for the fluctuations in Fig.2.
We then test the particle balance model with the results for hydrogen recombination
rates from a more complex KMC model for hydrogen recycling described in [6]. The full
3-D KMC model had bulk deposition, diffusion and trapping in the bulk, diffusion from
the bulk into the surface and vice-versa. The comparison is shown in Fig.5. The particle
balance model qualitatively matches the results from the full KMC model for high fluxes.
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The rise at low temperatures for the low incident flux case could only be mimicked by
• artificially suppressing the ER term in the particle balance model, and
• increasing the migration energy for diffusion in the LH term from 0.9 eV used for surface
diffusion to 2.6 eV being typical for bulk diffusion.
The above modifications are necessary because the particle balance model does not have
losses to the bulk from the incident flux. Therefore it has an artificially high (unrealistic)
estimate of hydrogen density on the surface, which overestimates the ER and LH con-
tributions (see Eqns.4 and 5). An extension of the particle balance model including bulk
effects is planned to overcome these deficiencies.
4 Summary and conclusions
KMC results [6] show that reactive-diffusive transport in porous internal surfaces plays an
important part in understanding hydrogen recycling and retention in porous graphites and
co-deposits. We used KMC to focus on the diffusion limited reactions on rough surfaces. A
simple particle balance has been developed to understand the role of different mechanisms
involved.
The particle balance model helps to understand the importance of different mechanisms
in the simulations:
• The effect of surface roughness must be reflected in the diffusion limited reaction term
(LH mechanism) of the particle balance model.
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• Bulk processes must be included in the particle balance model to match the full KMC
results.
The combination of the code and the analytical model allowed us to explain:
• why a steady state hydrogen saturation of surface occurs faster at 600 K than at 900 K:
This is because desorption, which has an activation energy of 1.9 eV and is a slow pro-
cess, becomes more and more important at higher temperatures delaying the approach
to a steady state.
• why the steady state hydrogen density on a rough surface is lesser than that for a
smooth surface: The effect of surface roughness on diffusion limited reactions leads to
a larger diffusion and the Langmuir-Hishelwood recombination term gets larger.
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Fig. 4. Approach to steady state hydrogen densities on the surface using the particle balance
model



















































Fig. 5. Comparison of hydrogen recombination rates from (i) the simple particle balance model
with that from (ii) KMC
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